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Thank you for updating FireShot! 
Your version has been successfully updated to the 1.11.25 release. This update delivers some new additions and 

improvements: 

Introducing Full 64-bit support. 

The 64-bit mode provides better performance and allows capturing and editing longer screenshots. 

This feature can still have some glitches, so please feel free reaching us via our support forum if it works improperly. 

Additionally implemented: 

The "Capture all tabs" feature can now be configured via Options to capturing only visible parts of the pages. 

Added capture progress indicator. 

Added transparency support for PNGs assigned to headers/footers/watermarks. 

Added hotkey support to the Entire/Visible/Selection modes for the ".. and Save" command. 

Fixed incorrect handling of screenshots when the height is more than 10000 pixels. 

Fixed access violations during printing ("Printer is not currently printing") and uploading. 

Fixed memory issue when the page is saved to PDF in a single-page mode with a custom width. 

Fixed incorrect domain name inclusion in templates. 

Fixed a bug during capturing all tabs, when some tabs were missing in the output. 

Better iframes handling. 

Better handling of sticky and fixed elements while page is scrolled. 

Better handling for HTML elements being collapsed when scrolled. 

The command "Capture selection" provides a minimum handling of fixed and sticky elements to allow capturing exactly is 3 57 32 This special promotion expires in 

what is shown on the page. 
33% discount on FireShot Pro. Pay less, do more! 

View complete version history... 
Upgrade now » 

Switch to Pro to get advanced features! 
Instant activation! Or, after 10 days, get FireShot Lite free forever. No catch! 

Get more productivity with 
FireShot Pro: 

Advanced capturing for frames, iframes and divs 

Advanced Editor: Undo/Redo, Resize, Crop and Save 

features 

Optimized speed and performance 

Create multi-page PDF files 

Printing and Uploading features 

Work with Projects 

Custom watermarks, headers and footers 

Extended E-Mail support 

Extended browser version compatibility (including betas) 

Free major and minor upgrades 

Direct Drag&Drop support for Gmail, Dropbox, Google 

Drive, Sky Drive, etc 

See full FireShot Lite and FireShot Pro comparison table... 

Get it now! Only two clicks required to go 
PRO: 

Display the FireShot's dropdown menu 

Select "Switch to Pro" 

Voila! 
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Contact and follow us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ WebpageCapture Compare 
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